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THE MATRON AND PATRON DEPARTMENT REPORT ON JUNE 2021
Hallow Mrs. Zephaniah, I glorify magnify and lifting up the God's name with the heart full of praise
for his protection since we began this term up to now we have approached to an end of this term let his name to be
exalted on high forever as the Bible says in Psalms 124:1 "If the Lord had not been on our side let Israel say".
Much congratulation to you Mrs. Zephaniah for the hard working in your leadership, because leadership is not an
easy task since it need the God's wisdom and knowledge to manage it accordingly though you are the female but I
can see your strength in monitoring and controlling various administrative works may the GOD'S hand be upon you.
ACHIEVEMENTS:
I thank God for achieving to have the meeting with the female teachers on 21 may 2021 whereby I had two agenda
to discuss with them, LOVE and DRESSING CODE after this agenda I gave the chance to the teachers to speak out
their views, finally, it was much congratulation to the female teachers of key stage one for the much efforts that they
always make to the pupils in serving the Bethany's vision together with the female teachers in key stage two then we
inspired each other to work hard and to avoid unnecessary cases. I have achieved also to use sampling whereby I
used to talk with the few pupils to represent others in presenting their challenges and views because it was difficult
to have the meeting with all girls at school since it was not indicated in the school time table thus why I decided to
use sampling method as the picture shown below

CHALLENGES:
Honestly there is no true love among the female teachers since you can find the they are gossiping on other female
teachers even if they are not sure with the things they are speaking to, there is no transparency among the female
teachers since they can see things are against then they start discussing instead of talking to a person concerned,
there is no secret to the most of the female teachers, pupils to be prohibited to turn back to their dormitories when
they are in menstruation, disrespect among the teachers both female and male teachers.
SUGGESTIONS:
I would like to suggest the special days for counseling and guidance to be added in the school time table at least two
times per each term instead of having this event at once per year, to have special day of guidance and counseling for
female teachers and not only for the pupils,, the pupils who are in menstrual period to be allowed to be back to
their dormitories to change the pads as we know that is unhealthy to stay with a single pad for the long time, the
girl's skirts, teachers to respect each other without considering our differences in ages, gender and the positions
because respect is for every one since we are all serving the same vision under the same umbrella.
CONCLUSION
Much thanks to you Mrs. Zephaniah for the leadership spirit that you have been imparted and the way you are living
with us female teachers sometimes you use your time to advise us in different things as your young sisters, moreover
you are very transparent to everyone in case of anything wrong you like speaking the truth to us, that is good, also
much thanks to the sponsors in UK for their material and financial support may God bless them for that spirit, Lastly
much thanks to all teachers and all departments the way we share different ideas in making things to be done
accordingly. Let the Almighty God be with us now and forever Amen.
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